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1: Crazy Sign Language | Elementary PE Games
Get this from a library! Games and activities for sign language classes. [Mary Anne Royster] -- 42 games and
experiences to give sign language practice.

These can be spelling words, numbers, or vocab â€” about 30 words fit well on most standard whiteboards.
Students are divided into two teams, and one player from each team goes up to the board at a time. The teacher
stands near the back of the room and faces the students. Flyswatters can be used for this game, hence the
name, but are not necessary. Whichever player touches the word first gets a point for their team. The word can
be erased or left on the board â€” it is more challenging if they are left up. New players from each team come
up to the board and play continues until all the words have been used. One student starts by standing at his
seat. The person to the right also stands. The loser sits down in the seat in front of him, while the winner
moves to the next spot. The next player to the right stands. The first to sign it wins. The first to spell it wins.
The Sheet Game preparation: That becomes their sign. Break the group into two teams, and choose two people
or a teacher and an aide to hold the sheet up. The two teams stand on opposite sides of the sheet. One person
from each team is silently chosen by popular demand to stand up close to the sheet. On the count of three, the
sheet is dropped. Play continues until one team has collected all the players. Or, after a few turns, switch out
the signs and make everyone learn new vocab! Then going in a circle, a student starts by spelling something
that starts with A. Advanced signers vocab variation: For students with an extensive vocabulary, use signs
instead of words and handshapes instead of letters. It does not have to start with the letter A, but the handshape
must be used. Players take turns spelling out words that fit the category and begin with the chosen letter. The
first player to draw a blank after being given 30 seconds or so is out or loses a point. Continue changing
categories and letters each time someone fails to think of a word. The next player must take the last letter of
that word and think of a word that begins with that letter. In the category animals, the first student might spell
cow. The next student could spell whale. The next student could spell eagle. Vary the cards so that different
students have different combinations. Say, spell, or sign a word and have students place a marker on the
correct spot if they have it. Bonus points if the spot markers are edible! Many stores sell pre-made bingo sets.
Vocabulary-themed or sight-word bingo sets would work well for an ASL class. I will add them!
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2: 56 best {{ASL Games}} images on Pinterest | Classroom, Spanish class and Classroom setup
SIGN-O, a computer sign language game, is an entertaining way to learn American Sign Language (ASL) or have fun
using the signs you already know. You can play with any of the 21 categories of words, like Food or Numbers, or with all
of the over 3, signs.

Teaching Strategies for Disobedient Students Our teaching strategies that can help make a more productive
learning All of these games can be played, with varying degree of difficulty, with younger kinders to older
high school students. Educational Bingo There are literally countless ways to use bingo. I created an
award-winning bingo game based upon the people of American History. What about math bingo â€” the
boards have numbers and the clues are problems that the students have to do mentally or with scratch paper.
Bingo can be used for phonics, vocabulary, spelling, sounds of letters. The other great part about bingo is that
you can make a game specifically designed for what your students are learning, go to any store and buy a
bingo game, or make it an end of unit activity to create a bingo game in small groups â€” and then play that
game in class. Around the World This might be my favorite time filler, quick game. Around the World works
best with a set of flashcards â€” can be math, vocab , sight words, or spelling. You have all your students
stand up, the first student stands next to the student behind them. You show a flashcard and whoever is the
fastest to say the correct answer moves on. The idea is to be the best in the whole class. For a bonus, if a
student makes it all the way around the room then they get to go against me. Memory Memory can really be
looked at as a simplified version of bingo. This works great with phonics, simple math expressions, for ESL
students think images and words , spelling, and states with capitals. But once you make it and laminate â€”
BAM, you have it forever. Hangman Hello spelling and vocabulary. I think that aside from flashcards,
Hangman might just be the easiest game to play. I love to use Hangman when introducing new topics that we
are going to study in class, or clues as to what the assembly is going to be about. I also like Hangman as a way
to get to know students, or to tell everyone book titles of upcoming stories. So easy and so fast. Plus, you can
just as easily have your students come up to the board and have them pick the word. I stand in the doorway
with either a set of Trivial Pursuit questions or flashcards. In order to get out of my classroom you need to
answer 3 questions correctly. If not, you head to the back of the line and start over. For students who answer
those questions correctly, they can get out of my room earlier than others. Jeopardy This is such a fun game.
There are already lots of middle and high school teachers who utilize Jeopardy type games. It also works so
well for when preparing for the end of a unit, midterms, or finals. There are plenty of free Jeopardy templates
for teachers available online. This helps make prep time for this game more manageable. If you play Jeopardy
enough times, you could actually make it a project for small groups of students to create their own component
of Jeopardy, under a certain heading, and have the whole class play together. This game is perfect for studying
social studies, the arts, science, history, novelsâ€¦the list goes on and on. Fast Facts This game consists
primarily of giving students simple math problems and a limited amount of time to use them. I use this daily
with my elementary students and tutoring students. The whole idea is to get your students to understand these
math problems so well that it becomes rote. For problems for a 3rd grader, give them 5 minutes; a 4th grader
gets four minutes; a 5th grader gets three minutes; and a 6th grader gets one minute. This same idea can be
applied to pronunciation of words. With two students, give one a timer and the other has words that they have
to say correctly. The same time structure applies too. Scavenger Hunts Scavenger hunts are a lot of fun, but
they definitely take some planning to get set up. The great thing is, they can be used for nearly every subject. I
like to set up a scavenger hunt for when starting new social studies, science, or reading units. I go through the
material beforehand and I create questions, fill-in-the-blank, pictures, dates, people â€” anything that I want
my students to really know before we get into the unit. And then I put them into small groups and they have to
search the textbooks, encyclopedias, online, and around the classroom for the clues. Which is why it is so
much fun to see your students get to shine when they create the games that are used in class. But, literally
every game listed here could become a student made game. And, if you are worried about time or having it not
being educational enough â€” make having your students make the game count as a formal assessment.
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3: American Sign Language (ASL) Shared Lesson Plans
A forum member had a question about using sign games to teach sign language to hearing children, and forum
members responded, as follows: " I'm helping organize an integrated summer day camp for deaf, HOH, and hearing kids
aged

4: ASL - American Sign Language
Fun ASL Games and Activities. If you want some totally fun sign language games to play then check out the amazing
offer we have for you. This "NEW" ASL Games eBook has many ideas for games and activities to help in the ASL
learning process.

5: Activities, Crafts and Charts | Signing Time Sign Language
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

6: Signing Activity Suggestions | Signing Time | Sign Language
When we began learning ASL, I was struck with how easy it was to implement into our normal everyday activities. Sign
language can be a natural extension to planning school lessons, field trips, and even reading stories together.

7: ASL Fingerspelling Practice Game
Suggestions Signing Activity Suggestions. Our fans have submitted a fantastic assortment of signing activities for all age
and ability groups. Check out these free activity ideas below for fun in the home, school, or in groups!

8: teaching american sign language with games | But He is Good
Something I noticed, though, was how hard it was to find resources, activities, and games for ASL learners. I ended up
creating 95% of my materials. ASL is a visual language, so most games designed for language learning just don't work.

9: ASL Games and Activities - American Sign Language Game Ideas for Kids & Adults
Activities using American Sign Language (ASL) and Signing Time We're thrilled to provide so many free resources that
will help you incorporate sign language in your daily life. These activities will support the ASL signs you are learning
from Signing Time, or simply give you and your little ones something new to do!
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